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This invention relates to a picture hook for positively 
positioning picture wire for maintaining pictures in proper 
level position over extended periods of time. 
Many efforts have been made to solve a problem of 

providing a picture hook capable of positively and re 
siliently engaging the picture wire for maintaining the 
picture level against a wall or other hanging surface. A 
satisfactory solution has never been found to the problem, 
such devices being ineffective, too complex with many 
moving parts, or otherwise unsatisfactory. Friction grip 
ping devices for engaging the picture wire have been sus 
pended from picture molding around the ceiling thus per 
mitting the picture to swing in a pendulum action with re 
spect to the wall. Such devices have also failed to prop 
erly positively engage the picture wire. 

Accordingly, it is an important object of this inven 
tion to provide a simple device for positively positioning 
picture wire. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a picture 

hook capable of positively resiliently positioning picture 
wire which is simple in construction with no moving 
parts. 

Another important object of the invention is to elimi 
nate the pendulum action referred to above and to prop 
erly resiliently engage the picture wire. 
The construction designed to carry out the invention 

will be hereinafter described, together with other features 
thereof. 
The invention will be more readily understood from a 

reading of the following speci?cation and by reference 
to the accompanying drawing forming a part thereof, 
wherein an example of the invention is shown and where 
1n: 

FIGURE 1 is a perspective view illustrating a pic 
ture hook constructed in accordance with the present in 
vention in position to be suspended from a wall or other 
picture hanging surface constructed in accordance with 
the present invention, 
FIGURE 2 is a transverse sectional veiw taken on the 

the line 2—2 in FIGURE 1 illustrating a picture hung on 
a wall by the picture hook, 
FIGURE 3 is a sectional plan vieW taken on the line 

3-3 in FIGURE 1, 
FIGURE 4 is an enlarged perspective view illustrating 

a means for releasing the gripping action temporarily dur 
ing the leveling of the picture, 
FIGURE 5 is a perspective view illustrating a modi?ed 

form of the invention, . 
FIGURE 6 is a transverse sectional view taken on the 

line 6-6 in FIGURE 5, and 
FIGURE 7 is a perspective view illustrating another 

modi?ed form of the invention. ' 
FIGURES 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate an embodiment of 

the invention in which certain parts are designated by 
like reference characters. FIGURES 5 and 6 illustrate a 
modi?ed form of the invention in which like parts are 
designated by like reference characters with prime nota 
tions added. FIGURE 7 illustrates another modi?ed form 
of the invention in which like parts are designated by like 
reference characters with double prime notations added. 
A bracket A has a ?at portion adapted to be suspended 

adjacent a wall. A pair of spaced outwardly extending 
?at portions B are ?xed to the lower portion of the brack 
et. An upturned ?at portion C is ?xed at the free ends 
of the outwardly extending ?at portions. A ?at out 
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wardly extending portion D is ?xed to the lower por 
tion of the bracket intermediate the ?rst mentioned out 
wardly extending ?at portions and spaced therefrom on 
each side thereof. The bracket A is preferably stamped 
from a single ?at blank constructed of resilient ma 
terial. If desired, additional intermediate resilient ?at 
portions D may be added with portions B and C alternat 
ing therebetween. Such would result in increased re 
silient clamping action and provide a broader base to 
reduce pendulum action. It is important that the bracket 
A be ?xed to the wall W against movement of any kind. 
It is also important that the device be ?xed behind the 
picture P to further reduce pendulum action as well as 
for appearance sake. 
A nail receiving element is illustrated in FIGURES 1, 

2, 5 and 6 in the form of an integral reduced portion 10 
turned at right-angles to the bracket A carrying a nail 
receiving tubular portion 11. The surface 10a (FIGURE 
2) engages the wall and prevents movement of the device 
with respect thereto. A pair of such nail receiving por 
tions are designated 12 in FIGURE 7, and are carried 
by a pair of upstanding reduced portions 13 turned at 
right-angles to the bracket portion A". Thus, FIGURE 
7 illustrates a construction providing additional stability 
through spaced support points. An intermediate out 
wardly turned portion 14 joins the vertical portions 13 
to the bracket A". Nails 15 are illustrated and positioned 
in each of the devices illustrated to fasten the bracket A 
to the wall W or other surface for receiving the picture P. 
A plurality of flat spaced vertical legs, which are in 

tegral with and form a part of the bracket A, are desig 
nated at 16. These legs 16 carry the ?at portions B 
and the intermediate portions D except in the embodi 
ment shown in FIGURES 5 and 6 in which a leg 17 is 
attached as by means of vertically spaced rivets 18 to the 
rear portion of the bracket A’. 
A wire or other suitable cord 19, fastened to the pic 

ture as by the fastener eye 19a, is illustrated as being 
resiliently carried by the gripping portions B and D and 
retained therein by the upstanding ?at portions C. It is 
to be understood that where reference is made to wire 
in the claims, a cord or other suitable strand hanging 
member is contemplated. A friction producing surface 
such as the knurled portions 20 are carried by the wire 
engaging portions of the members B and D. Thus, the 
picture wire may be passed over the ?rst mentioned 
outwardly extending ?at portions and under the inter 
mediate outwardly extending flat portion to be resiliently 
frictionally engaged thereby when the picture is leveled. 
The ?at portions con?ne the picture wire in resilient fric 
tional engagement while the entire device is nailed to the 
wall behind the picture against movement of any kind so 
as to ?x the picture in level position and guard against 
pendulum movement. 
As is best illustrated in FIGURE 4, the shank of a 

nail and the like, may be passed over the outwardly ex 
tending flat portion having upwardly extending portions 
and under the intermediate ?at portion to provide an 
open passage for the wire while positioning the picture. 
When the picture is properly positioned the nail may be 
removed and the wire resiliently gripped by the inter 
mediate ?at portion. If desired, pressure may be applied 
upwardly upon the member D by hand, thus temporarily 
relieving the resilient gripping action against the wire 19 
in lieu of the nail 15a. It will be observed that the de 
vice of the present invention is especially useful when 
the clamp, of my application executed contemporaneous 
ly herewith entitled Clamp for Use in Hanging Pictures, 
is used therewith. Such clamp may temporarily posi 
tion the picture wire prior to permanently fastening same 
to the picture while the adjustments contemplated herein 
for properly positioning the wire are made. 
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While a preferred embodiment of the invention has 
been described using speci?c terms, such description is 
for illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood 
that changes and variations may be made without depart 
ing from the spirit or scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A picture hook for positively positioning picture 

wire and suspending same from a wall to maintain a pic 
ture level including, a bracket having a ?at portion 
adapted to be suspended adjacent a wall, a pair of spaced 
outwardly extending ?at portions ?xed to the lower por 
tion of the bracket, an upturned ?at portion ?xed to the 
free ends of the outwardly extending ?at portions, a 
?at resilient outwardly extending portion ?xed to the low 
er portion of the bracket intermediate the ?rst mentioned 
outwardly extending ?at portions and spaced therefrom 
on each side thereof, a nail receiving element engaging 
the wall carried by the upper portion of the bracket, and 
a nail carried by said element engaging the wall to posi 
tion the bracket in ?xed relation to the wall. 

2. The structure set forth in claim 1, in which the ?at 
portions have wire engaging surfaces ?nished to enhance 
their gripping qualities. 

3. The structure set forth in claim 1, in which the in 
termediate ?at portion is ?xedly attached to the lower 
portion of the bracket by fastening means. 
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4. A picture hook for positively positioning picture 

wire including, a ?at blank constructed of ?exible re 
silient material, nail receiving means formed in the upper 
portion of said blank for suspending same ?at against 
a wall and in ?xed relation thereto, a plurality of ?at 
spaced vertical legs integral with the lower portion of 
the blank de?ned by spaced vertical slots, outwardly ex 
tending ?at portions formed in said legs in an intermedi 
ate portion thereof, an upwardly extending flat portion 
carried integrally with the free end of an outwardly ex 
tending flat portion on each side of an intermediate 
outwardly extending ?at portion. 

5. The structure set forth in claim 4, in which the 
nail receiving means includes a pair of spaced nail hold 
ing supports, whereby added stability is provided by sus 
pending the blank upon the Wall from spaced ?xed sup 
ports. 
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